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SWEDISH LOGISTICS COMPANY
INQUIRE OPENS OFFICE IN
HELSINKI
“By establishing ourselves in Finland, we are proving our home delivery concept in the
Finnish market for one of the Nordic region’s biggest home electricals chains.”
Christer Strand – CEO, partner, and logistics specialist at InQuire – tells us how the company
already has branches in Norway and Sweden, and hired its first employee in Finland in February
of this year. Now that InQuire is hiring further people in Finland, it has decided to open a Finnish
branch with an office in Helsinki.
“By establishing ourselves in Finland, we’re hoping to make more Finnish stakeholders aware of
the benefits of our logistics and delivery solutions. Added to that, we need Finnish-speaking
employees on-site who know the market,” says Strand.
InQuire’s solutions give clients full control over the entire supply chain and puts the recipient’s
delivery experience at the heart of what they do. This is achieved by offering an established and
wide range delivery services, as well as a huge freedom of choice for recipients. Although clients
have their own transport agreements, InQuire supplies procurement and development skills. In
addition InQuire supplies systems and an operations department that manages the day-to-day
planning and monitoring of all deliveries.
“With smart and sustainable delivery planning, merchants become more cost-effective and
environmentally friendly. This enables them to offer a much better service and deliveries tailored
to the recipient,” Strand concludes.
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InQuire
Founded in 2010 with branches in Sweden, Norway, and Finland, InQuire is an innovation-driven partner within Delivery
Chain Mangement. Focusing on optimal deliveries for both sender and recipient with regard to cost-effectiveness,
sustainability, and level of service, InQuire has a responsibility for its customers’ operations, and in many cases is
able to provide a reduction in logistics costs of 20 to 40 percent. InQuire employs more than 30 people and is based in
Lidköping, Sweden.

